This letter considers an iterative decoding algorithm for non-binary linear block codes in which erasure and error decoding is performed for input words given by the sums of a hard-decision received sequence and given test patterns. We have proposed a new selection method of test patterns for the iterative decoding algorithm. Simulation results have shown that the decoding algorithm with test patterns by the proposed selection method provides better error performance than a conventional iterative decoding algorithm with the same number of the error and erasure decoding iterations over an additive white Gaussian noise channel using binary phase-shift keying modulation. key words: iterative decoding, erasure and error decoding, test pattern, non-binary code
Introduction
Because hard-decision erasure and error decoding (EED) does not fully use channel information, its error performance is not better than that of soft-decision decoding, however the decoding complexity of the EED is very small. To improve the error performance, soft-decision iterative EED decoding (IEED) algorithms, such as Generalized Minimum Distance (GMD) decoding algorithm [1] , and combining Chase II [2] and GMD decoding Algorithm (CGA) [3] were proposed for non-binary linear block codes. The iteration numbers of the EEDs in the GMD and CGA are specified by minimum distance or a parameter on the CGA and can not be changed flexibly. In the IEED decoding algorithms, such as CGA, the EED is performed for input words which are given by the sums of the hard-decision sequence of a received sequence and test patterns generated by very simple methods. It is cause of not achieving good error performance. From simulation results, it has shown that the test patterns remarkably influence error performance of the decoding algorithms.
In [6] , algebraic soft-decision decoding of ReedSolomon codes based on the hard-decision list-based decod- † † The author is with the Canon Marketing Japan Inc., Tokyo, 108-8011 Japan.
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a) E-mail: tokusige@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp b) E-mail: hisadomi.ippei@canon-mj.co.jp c) E-mail: kasami@empirical.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e89-a.11.3355 ing proposed in [7] was proposed. This decoding algorithm (KV algorithm) is of different type from the GMD, CGA and the one presented in this letter whose real time decoding complexities can be reasonably compared by the iteration number of the EEDs. The trade-off between performance and decoding complexity on the KV algorithm depends on code length, the number of information symbols and a parameter to specify a part of the decoding complexity. The choice of the parameters should be circumspectly done to take a good trade-off for the performance and decoding complexity [8] . To the authors' knowledge, there has been no report on the comparison of decoding complexity with other type of decoding algorithms on a common measure.
Assume that a non-binary linear block (N, K, d min ) code C over GF(2 m ) of length N, dimension K and minimum distance d min is used over an AWGN channel using BPSK modulation and each codeword is transmitted with equal probability. In this letter, we propose a new selection method of test patterns for an IEED algorithm which improves the CGA by using both s erasure and t error symbols correction with s + 2t + 1 = d min effectively. As the number of test patterns for the IEED algorithm is adjusted, the decoding complexity can be finely adapted to practical applications. The selection method is partially based on the selection method of test patterns for the IEED algorithm proposed in [5] .
An N or d min grows, the number of possible test patterns becomes large. To reduce the number, we consider the set of candidate test patterns which consist of symbols in GF(2 m ) and erasure symbols only in the most unreliable e positions with 0 ≤ e ≤ d min − 1 as the GMD. Then the cardinality can be reduced to
. In practical applications, a relatively small number of the EED iterations may be desirable. Thus we need to find a reasonable number of "effective" test patterns. To make use of channel characteristics, (R1) We generate sequentially sample hard-decision sequences (of received sequences) by computer simulation.
(R2) Simultaneously, a temporal set T tmp of candidate test patterns is generated based on those sample harddecision sequences which have been already provided. For a newly generated hard-decision sequence z, a set of few proper test patterns are added to T tmp , if and only if z can not be corrected by any test patterns already in T tmp . This condition keeps a reasonable size of T tmp .
Copyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers (R3) To select a specified number of "the most effective test patterns" from T tmp at the final step, each t in T tmp is evaluated by the number of those hard-decision sequences which were not generated before t and can be corrected by using t. A priority is given to candidate test patterns adopted earlier.
These test patterns are prepared beforehand. The details are explained in Sect. 4. Simulations were made to evaluate error performances of the IEED algorithm using test patterns selected by the proposed method for the Reed-Solomon (127, 107, 21), (255, 223, 33) and (255, 239, 17) codes. From the results, we show that the proposed method is effective.
Preliminaries
For positive integers l and n, let V 
The α i is the log-likelihood ratio value of the z i for the r i . If α i < α i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, z i is more reliable symbol than of the z i . For simplicity, we assume that Reliability order assumption : for 1 ≤ i ≤ N all the components of r i are rearranged in the increasing order of the reliabilities and all the symbols of r are rearranged in the increasing order of the reliabilities.
and the r i = (r i 1 , r i 2 , . . . , r i m ), the correlation between u i and r i is given by
2 m , the correlation between u and the r is given by
If M(c) < M(c ) for c and c ∈ C, c is a better codeword than c. We introduce the erasure symbol * . Define
Iterative Decoding Algorithm
For u ∈ V N * ,2 m and σ(u) ≤ d min − 1, let EED(u) denote erasure and error decoding which corrects σ(u) erasure and τ(u)( (d min −σ(u)−1)/2 ) error symbols for u. The EED(u) outputs a unique codeword in the region O(u, τ(u)), if it exists. Otherwise, the EED(u) outputs nothing.
As stated in Sect. 1, we consider candidate test patterns only in the following set T ctp :
T ctp {( * , * . . . , * , In this letter, we consider the following iterative erasure and error decoding (IEED) algorithm with a set T of test patterns t (1) , t (2) , . . . , t (ζ) in the T ctp , denoted IEED(T ). If the hard-decision sequence z is in the C, z is output as the decoded codeword because z is optimal. Thus, we assume that z is not in the C. The IEED(T ) is defined as an iterative decoding algorithm in which successive EED(z + t (1) ), EED(z + t (2) ), . . ., EED(z + t (ζ) ) are performed. Let D denote the set of the candidate codewords generated in the IEED(T ). If D ∅, the best codeword in D is output as the decoded codeword. Otherwise, the decoding fails.
Selection Method of Test Patterns
In this section, we present the details of a new selection method of test patterns for the above-mentioned IEED algorithm whose motivation and brief outline are stated in Sect. 1. The selection method is denoted Select (N r , h) where N r and h represent the size of sample spaces (the number of simulated hard-decision sequences) in the selection procedure and a specified number of selected test patterns, respectively. The Select(N r , h) can be applied to any channel and modulation, however for simplicity, we assume that it is performed at a given signal to noise ratio (SNR) value over an AWGN channel using BPSK modulation. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we assume that the codeword 0(∈ C) is transmitted and then r is received where all received symbols of r and all components in each received symbol are rearranged in the increasing order of the reliabilities, respectively. Since the transmitted codeword is 0, the error pattern extracted from r becomes the hard-decision sequence z itself of r. For a given harddecision sequence (error pattern) z, the condition that z can be corrected by using a test pattern t ∈ T ctp is E(t, z) ≥ 0, where
Note that the E(t, z) indicates the difference of the error correcting capability τ(z + t) of EED(z + t) and the number of non-zero and non-erasure components of z + t, that is, if E(t, z) ≥ 0, it shows that EED(z + t) has the remaining error correcting capability. Figure 1 illustrates the relation between the terms in the equation (6) in the case of E(t, z) ≥ 0. Define
For all t ∈ T E (z), the transmitted codeword 0 is in O(z + t, τ(z + t)) which is equal to the search region of EED(z + t). t(t , z) ) which is the error correcting capability of EED(z + t(t , z)). Then
and EED(z + t(t , z)) corrects t errors only in the most reliable positions. Define the following subset of T E (z) :
Let T tmp (⊆ T ctp ) and T (⊆ T tmp ) be a temporal set of candidate test patterns used in the selection procedure and the set of test patterns output from it, respectively. To each t ∈ T tmp , a non-negative integer (t), called the -value of t, is assigned according to (R3) stated in Sect. 1 for evaluation of the effectiveness of t as a test pattern. If (t) < (t ) for t and t ∈ T tmp , t is more effective test pattern than t. All candidate test patterns in T tmp are super-indexed in the decreasing order of their -values.
The Select(N r , h) is performed as follows : Selection Procedure For efficiency, T tmp is initialized as follows : Fig. 1 The relation between the terms in (6) in the case of E(t, z) ≥ 0. Otherwise, the transmitted codeword 0 is not in O(z + t, τ(z + t) ).
Fig. 2
The relation between z, t (ν) and the transmitted codeword 0. Note that w [1,N] 
and the value 0 is assigned to the -values of t (t +1) with 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 .
1. For each newly simulated r, z is generated and go to
Step 2.
2. If there are effective candidate test patterns for the z in T tmp , that is, T E (z) ∩ T tmp ∅, then according to (R2) in Sect. 1,
with the smallest superindex which is the best candidate test pattern with the highest -value in T E (z) ∩ T tmp and add one credit to t (b) , that is, (t (b) ) ← (t (b) ) + 1.
• Permute candidate test patterns in T tmp in the decreasing order of their -values and their superindices are re-assigned according to the order.
• And go to Step 3.
Or else, retrieved effective t 0 +1 test patterns from T E (z) are added to T tmp and their -values are assigned 0 as follows :
For each non-negative integer t such that 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 ,
• define ν |T tmp | + 1 and • retrieve the following candidate test pattern from T E (z), Figure 2 illustrates the relation between z, t (ν) and the transmitted codeword 0. The 0 is on the boundary of O(z + t (ν) , τ(z + t (ν) )) which is equal to the search region of EED(z + t (ν) ).
And go to Step 3.
3. If the number of generated received sequences becomes N r , the best test patterns t (1) , t (2) , . . . , t (min{h,|T tmp |}) ∈ T tmp are set to T and terminate. Otherwise, go to Step 1.
The Select(N r , h) is more complicated compared with the test pattern generation methods of the GMD decoding algorithm and CGA. However, since test patterns are selected beforehand for a given assumption, the additional complexity is only to access a read-only-memory (ROM) which preserves the test patterns for performing the EED. Let T F tmp be a set T tmp when the termination condition at Step 3 is satisfied. For t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t N ) ∈ T , define L(t) max{1 ≤ i ≤ N : t i 0}. Although the total symbol number in the T becomes N · |T |, it is enough that t∈T L(t) symbols are stored to the ROM. Define R(T ) t∈T L(t)/(N · |T |), called the occupation rate of valid symbols in the T . For t ∈ T with σ(t) erasure symbols, it is called a type-σ(t) test pattern. Table 1 shows the numbers of candidate test patterns in T F tmp 's, the occupation rates and the numbers of test patterns classified by the type for T 's selected for the simulation of the RS(127, 107, 21) code at E b /N 0 = 5.0, 5.5 dB and 6.0 dB. For a higher SNR, we choose a larger N r . From the table, we see that as SNR increases, the number of candidate test patterns in T F tmp is converging and that the occupation rates are relatively small.
Simulation Results
Let h-IEED denote the IEED(T ) where T is output from the Select (N r , h) . Figures 3 to 5 show that over the are almost the same 1.0 × 10 −2 at E b /N 0 = 6.0 dB. As the value of m max increases, the decoding complexity of the KV algorithm becomes large. Because there does not yet have a common measure on the decoding complexities, it is impossible to discuss their decoding complexities.
Conclusion
In this letter, we have studied an iterative erasure and error decoding algorithm for non-binary linear block codes. We have proposed a new selection method of test patterns for the decoding algorithm. Over an AWGN channel using BPSK modulation, the decoding algorithm using test patterns selected by the proposed method was evaluated by computer simulation for the RS(127, 107, 21), RS(255, 223, 33) and RS(255, 239, 17) codes. It has shown that the error performance of the decoding algorithm is better than the error performances of conventional iterative decoding algorithms with the same iteration number of the erasure and error decodings. Then, it is observed that the proposed selection method is effective.
